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the .·allowing interwiew was held in
F. Saupe.

Novembe~

It was conducted in his home by his

1991, with Mr. Lynn

daughte~

Jeanne Ann.

JAS When and why did you first come to Alaska?
LS

I first came when I was in the Air Force.

I was in the Air

Force Intelligence Service, and we had seven or eight little information
gathering detachments scattered around the world.

At that time there

two or three in Alaska, and I was stationed at the one out on St. Lawrence
Is. for awhile in 1954.

That was during the height of the cold war-

there were a couple of kind of interesting incidents that happened out
there that had to do with the cold war.

While I was there we were a

tenant orginization at an ACNW site, and one morning, very early an eskimo

•

hunter came up in his umiak near the station and reported that there was
a submarine surfaced just off shore- about a mile off shore.
station all went on

aler~

of

cours~

So the

and radioed the information to Fair-

banks, so two fighter planed flew out from_.f';i rbanks to Nome, and then on
to the island.

They found the submarine just off shore from the ACNW site

and buzzed it a couple of times, but the submarine just sat there - it did
not react at all - finally the planes had to go back for refueling and
two more came out.
away.

About that time the submarine just submerged and went

It was just one of the little harassement things that the Soviets

were famous for in those days.
Then, the day after I left the island, I'd been there about 21months
the Soviets shot down an American Navy Patrol Plane off the west end of

•

the island.

The plane had been flying just off shore well on this side of

the international date line, which is the Airspace division between the

for civilian agency•s as well - FAA and long distance telephone lines.

•

JAS So that•s what opened up communications in Alaska?
LS

Pretty much, before that almost all communications within and to

and from Alaska depended on the old ACS system -which is
to atmospheric

condition~

weather-snow,

rai~

ver~

very subject

anything could deteriorate

the qua 1ity of communications, and sometimes vi 11 ages or eten mi 1itary
sites were out of communications with the rest of the world for days at
a time.

The White Alice system corrected all that.

the White Alice system in Anchorage for
seberal staions:

trainin~

I worked first with
and then briefly at

Aniak, King Salmon, Kodiak, then my first regular

assignment was at a place called Kalacuket Creek in the interior.
remote spot on top of a mountain.

•

Very

No village. no road, no rivers, nothing.

Not far from Galena, but the only way in and out was by small planes off
a little strip at the station •
JAS Did you have regular flights in and out?
LS

Not regular, no about once a week or so they •d try to get

planes in, but that didn•t always work either.

The biggest planes they

could handle at that strip was the old DC-3 which brought in most of
our supply•s - and it occasionally allowed for the people working there
to get out to

Anchorag~

Fairbanks, or go home on vacation.

Then I went

to Bethel for 2 years and then came to work on Pillar Mt. in Kodiak, where
I worked until they closed the station in the late ?o•s.
JAS

•

You said earlier that it was walrus hunters that found the men

that were shot down -did you have much chance to interact with the natives
in any of the area•s?
LS

Not much in St. Lawrence Island, but I did get to meet a few of

the upik eskimo•s that live there.

One family that I got to know pretty

well had a hunting camp over near the end of the island where we were
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JAS

•

You were working on Pillar Mt. and soon moved up there -you were

there during the 1964 earthquake?
LS

Yes, at that time we had our home on the side of the mountain

just above the KI hotel.

In 1964 on March 27, which

was6~od ~iday, in

the evening an earthquake hit and it hit very violently.
homes

in Kodiak were frame

constructio~

Most of the

so there wasn•t a lot of damage

from the quake itself.

The seawalls built in 1958 were badly damaged

the quake itself.

apar~

Torn

rocks were scattered and a lot of big

sections of it disappered under water.
I glanced out the front

by

window~

About 30 minutes after the quake

and I could see the north end of Woody

Is. and suddenly saw huge waves spray crashing up on the end of the island.
That was my first hint that there might be a Tsunami.

I called the people

near by and we watched just moments later as the first Tsunami came down
the channel between near is. and the town.

It circled into what was

left of the boat harbor diverted by what was left of the sea wall.
•

ripped out all
anything left.
district.

the docks and pilings, boats, everything.

It :

There wasn•t

Pushed it all up into the town into the whole downtown

The water went up almost to where the police station

After a few minutes of

the water receded bery

destructio~

carried most of the stuff with

i~

fas~

is now.
and

including a lot of cars parked downtown

and a lot of buildings, and most of the boats that it had hauled up into
town.

It left the larger boats high and dry downtown.

ones was up near where Dr. Guys new building is now.

une of the larger
There were 2 or 3

down marine way, and a -ot more scattered around downtown.

After the

water receded there was nothing left - not a stick in the harbor!
JAS Was there anythin left downtown?
:S
•

Not much.

There was a lot of damage most of the buildings

within a block and a half- in some places a lot more , were destroyed.
Alsosome of the buildings out at the Shahafka cove area the present
beachcomber location were damaged or
beachcomers.

destroye~

including the old

